CIP neofields may be thought of as a first generalization of finite fields in that they share all of the familiar properties of the fields with the possible exception of additive associativity. The present approach, accordingly, is to begin with a finite field and modify the additive structure thereon so as to preserve these properties. We show that the number of nonisomorphic CIP neofields of prime-power order v -p a goes to infinity with v and we exhibit proper (i.e., not the field) CIP neofields for every prime-power order v = p a ^ 11 (every CIP neofield of order v < 11 is a field). For p = 2 the latter implies that there exists at least two nonisomorphic cyclic Steiner triple systems of order 2 a -1 ^> 15. The constructions of powerresidue difference sets in finite CIP neofields appears in [5] , the corresponding constructions in finite fields in [6] , [9] . 2* Preliminaries. A neofield of order v is a triple N v = <iV, + , •>, where N is a set of v elements including 0 and 1, and + and • are binary operations on N such that N( + ) is a loop with identity element 0, N*( ) (where iV* = N -{0}) is a group with identity element 1, and is both left and right distributive over +. We also write N v for N and N* for N*. It is easily verified that 0 x = 0 = x 0 for every x e N v . The neofield N v is said to have the right inverse property (RIP) if for each yeN υ there is an element ze N v such that (x + y) + z -x for all x e N v , and to have the left inverse property (LIP) if for each y e N v there is an element we N υ such that w + (y + x) = x ΐor all x e N v . If N υ has both the RIP and LIP then N υ is called an inverse property (IP) neofield. It is readily verified that in an RIP or LIP neofield N v every yeN υ has a unique two-sided negative -y e N v . In fact, in the above definitions the elements z and w are this element -y. In an RIP or LIP neofield N v , x + (-l) x = (1 + ( -l))x = 0 = (( -1) + l)x = (-l)x + x, hence the negative of x is -x = (-l)α? for every a eiV,,. ' We call a neofield N v commutative if -ZV^(-f-) is commutative. The following result is probably known. LEMMA 2.1. An IP neofield is commutative.
Proof. Let iV v be an IP neofield and let x, ye N v with x + y = z. By the RIP we have x = (x + y) + (-2/) = s + (-2/), by the LIP this becomes (-z) + x=(-z) + (z + (-y)) = -y 9 and by the RIP again we obtain -z = (( -s) + α?) + ( -s) = (-2/) + (~») or (--1)3 = (-1)2/ + (-l)a? = (-1)0/ + a?). Since -le N* we obtain z = y + x. Hence x + y = y + x, and we see that N υ is commutative.
We call a neofield JV, c^/ciic when iV?( ) is cyclic. Let JV, be a cyclic neofield. A presentation of iV, based on the set N is the expression of N in terms of a multiplicative generator a, N = {0, 1, α, α We note that FJ 0) = (F, 0, •> is also the field of order v = p a which, as the image of the mapping 0 -> 0, x -• or 1 for all x Φ 0 in F, is an isomorph but not an automorph of F υ ( + , •). We let the corresponding presentation of F (0) be given by F = {0, 1, a, a 2 , •••, α*~2} and the presentation function T Q . We shall be concerned with compositions of the functions T, T, and T Q on the set F. We need the following two results for the neofield construction which is to follow. 
Proof
We easily verify that T'T 0 (0) = 0 and T'T 0 (-ϊ) = -1, hence the lemma holds for x = 0, -1. We now take x Φ 0, -1. Then a straightforward computation yields TT 0 (x) = -(1 + x)~ι.
Finally, since -(1 + a^aΓ 1 ^0,-1, a third application of TT 0 yields (T'T 0 ) 3 (ί*;) = a?; hence the lemma. We now determine those xeF for which T r T^(x) = x. 
Proof. The elements y, T'T 0 (y), and (T'T 0 )
2 (y) are distinct except when y is one of the elements given in Lemma 3.2 and thus satisfies T'T 0 (y) = y. Hence S is partitioned into triples and |S| = 0(mod3).
We now change viewpoint and assume that N v -(F, ffl, •> is a cyclic neofield of order v = p a with presentation given by F and the presentation function T* satisfying
We inquire as to what other conditions T* must satisfy on F. Immediate restrictions are obtained in the following result. Proof. That T* is bijective and satisfies (1) and (2) is obvious. In N v we automatically have x ffl 0 = 0 ffl x for all xe F. Suppose x, y e F where x Φ 0 Φ y. Then
and 7/ ffl a; = 7/(1 ffl a^" 1 ) = yT*{xy~ι). Hence xE\y = y£Bxif and only if {%y~ι)T*{{xy~ιy ι ) = T^^?/" 1 )-Let « = .τ?/"
1 . As a? and y run over iV* εo does z, and as a; runs over iV* all pairs x, ye N* are obtained. Hence, N v is commutative if and only if zT^(z~ι) -T*{z) for all z Φ 0 in F, which is (3).
For
y e S = {x e F\ T'T 0 (x) Φ x} we define the orbit of y to be the set θ(y) = {y, T'T Q {y), (T'T Q ) 2 (y)}. A simple computation shows that Θ(V) = {V, (~l)/T(y), (-l)/T 0 (y)}.
We now show that T* is identically T or T Q on the orbits in S. LEMMA 
If T* agrees with T (or T o ) at y e S, then T* agrees with T (or T o ) on θ(y).
Proof. We first note that for yeS, the two sets
T(θ(y)) = {T(y\ T(T'T Q )(y), T(T'T Q Y(y)}
and
and T 0 (TT 0 Y(y) -T(TT 0 Y(y) = T(y). Suppose T*(y) -T(y). If T*(TT 0 Y(y) = T 0 (TT Q Y(y) then T*(T'T 0 Y(y) = T(y), contrary to the fact that T* is injective. Hence T*(T'T 0 Y(y) = T(T'T 0 Y(y). Further, if T*(TT 0 )(y) = T 0 (T'T 0 )(y) then T*(T'T«)(y) -T(TT 0 Y(y), again contrary to T* being injective. Hence T*(T'T 0 )(y) = T(T'T 0 )(y). Thus, if T* agrees with T at y e S then Γ* agrees with T on #(2/). Similarly, if T agrees with T o at ye S then T* agrees with T o on #(?/). When iV v is commutative the condition xT(x~x) -T(x) (or xT^x'

) = T Q (x)) effects a further agreement of T* and T (or T o ) on the orbits in S.
LEMMA 3.6. Suppose N v 
is commutative. If T* agrees with T (or %) at yeS, then T* agrees with T (or T Q ) on θ(y) U θ(y~ι). Thus, the orbits in S are paired except when 1 e S. In the latter case 0(1) is paired with itself Proof Suppose T*(y) = T(y). Then, by Lemma 3.5, T* agrees with T on θ(y).
Since N v is commutative we have, by Lemma 3.4(3) , that yT^y- 
(y).
We now show that if N v is commutative then it inherits the IP from the field. Since N v is cyclic -1 is also the negative of 1 in N V (R); whence, -y = ( -ϊ)y is the negative of y in N V (S) for every yeN υ . LEMMA 3.7. If N υ is commutative, then N v is an IP neofield.
Proof. Since N v is assumed to be commutative, we only need to prove that N v has the LIP. Now ( -y) ffl (y ffi 0) = 0 for all yeF and (-0) EH (0 ffl x) = a? for all a? 6 ί 
Hence T* ϊ 7 *^) = s for all 2 ^ 0 in iV v , whence JV, has the IP, as was to be shown.
We now have enough information on the neofield N υ = (F, ffl, > obtained from F v and Fi 0) according to (i) and (ii) to give a construction of CIP neofields for every prime-power order v -p a ^ 11. on S -θ(l) and T* = T o (or T) on 0(1) yields what we shall call a special CIP neofield. We remark that special CIP neofields exist for every order v = p a ^ 11 where p Φ 2, 3. The construction produces nonspecial CIP neofields for every order v = p a Ξ> 16. At this point we do not know whether this construction produces neofields which are not isomorphs of the corresponding field. This question is taken up in the next section. 4* Proper CIP neofields* A neofield is called proper if it is not a field. It is natural to inquire as to which of the CIP neofields constructed by Theorem 3.8 are proper and how many nonisomorphic proper CIP neofields are obtained. So far we do not have the complete answer to these questions; however, we can obtain some information of value. Let φ denote the Euler phi-function. We need the following preliminary result. Proof. In the construction of Theorem 3.8, let u denote the number of elements x such that T'T 0 (x) Φ x and x$ 0 (1) Now, by Lemma 4.1, a given neofield of order v can occur among these presentations at most φ(v -1) times, hence the construction yields at least The number of presentations of neofields of order v = p a constructed by Theorem 3.8 is larger than a~ιφ{p a -1) -2 for all p a ^ 11 except 11, 13, and 17 and for these orders the theorem constructs proper neofields by inspection. Hence, for all orders v ^> 11, proper CIP neofields are constructed by Theorem 3.8. In the following theorems we give actual constructions of proper CIP neofields for each order v = p a ^ 11, divided into the three cases where p > 7, = 3^5^ 7, and p = 2. The three analyses are rather distinct; each is based on particular properties of the case involved. 6, 12, 15, 18, 21 (mod 24) and v Φ 10 and has shown that no CIP neofields exist for these forbidden orders. Hughes [4] had earlier shown that the orders v = 0, 6, 12, 18 (mod 24) were forbidden, and the authors, among perhaps others, had earlier observed that order v = 10 is also forbidden.
5* Cyclic Steiner triple systems* A Steiner triple system of order n, S(n), is an arrangement of a set of n elements into triples such that every pair of elements occur together in precisely one triple. A necessary and sufficient condition that an S(n) exist is that n = 1, 3 (mod 6). An S(ri) is called cyclic if it has a cyclic group of automorphisms which is sharply transitive on the elements. For an excellent historical discussion and introduction to the literature on Steiner triple systems in general and cyclic Steiner triple systems in particular, the reader is referred to the first section of Doyen [3] . Here we note that a cyclic Steiner triple system S(n) is known to exist for all orders n = 1, 3 (mod 6) except n = 9 [8] . Now, a CIP neofield N v = {0, 1, α, α 2 , •••, a v~2 } of order v = 2 a has the property that x + x = 0 or -x = x for all x e N v , and so if x, y, zeN v satisfy x + y = z then also y + x = z, x + z = z + x = y, and y + z = z + y ~ x. This means that N v ( + ) is a totally symmetric loop. The set of elements N£ = N υ -{0} formed into the triples {x, y, z) where x + y = z thus yields a Steiner triple system S(w) of order nv -1 [2] . Furthermore, the right regular representation of JV?( ) is a cyclic group of automorphisms of N v ( + ), hence also of S(n) 9 which is sharply transitive on the elements of S(n). Hence, a CIP neofield of order v = 2 a ^ 4 naturally yields a cyclic Steiner triple system of order n = v -1. Now, CIP neofields of order v = 2 a with nonisomorphic additive loops yield nonisomorphic cyclic Steiner triple systems of order n = 2 a -1, and by Theorem 4.5 there exists both the field of order v and a proper CIP neofield of order v for every order v = 2 a Ξ> 16. Hence, we obtain the following result, which is a more specific version of a theorem of Assmus and Mattson [1] . THEOREM 
There exists at least two nonisomorphic cyclic
Steiner triple systems for each order n -2 a -1 ^ 15.
Although the number of nonisomorphic CIP neofields of order v = 2 a goes to infinity with v, we cannot immediately conclude from this that the number of nonisomorphic cyclic Steiner triple systems of order v -1 does the same, since we must ascertain the number of nonisomorphic additive loops among the nonisomorphic CIP neofields of order v. By further investigation, however, the authors have determined that this number does go to infinity with v. This will be presented in a subsequent paper.
